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1992 BC, CANADA OMBUDSMAN REPORT (URL and report pasted top of page 2 of this document).URL no longer available. This madam court reporter downloaded report from URL March 14 2006. Report in Arial black text starts on page 10 -- below 
my comment (in Arial blue text). 
 
UPDATED Saturday April 8th 2017. My comments in arial-blue text below tells 
us the smaller our screens become, the larger my message! 
UPDATE January 11th, 2017 THE PROBLEM: Democracy losing support globally, 
especially among young (ABC Bruce Hill Pacific Beat updated December 2, 2016  http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-12-02/democracy-losing-support-globally,-
especially/8088500 

 
UPDATE February 2nd 2017: “To sin by silence, when we should protest makes 
cowards out of men.” (an Athem against Silence Wheeler Wilcox’s Piercing and Prescient 1914 Protest Poem https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/01/31/protest-poem-
ella-wheeler-wilcox-amanda-palmer/ ) 
UPDATE April 8th, 2017: Same Story, different details Oscar winning movie, biography Alan Turing (father of the computer), The Imitation Game  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5DcOR6r31X0 
Movie Codebreaker .. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVP4yh7SqE0 
The Codebreaker Who Hacked Hitler 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BAA7nkGcoIw 
SEE Maclean’s Article Vanishing Canada: Why we’re all losers in Ottawa’s war 
on data. Records deleted, burned, tossed in Dumpsters. A Maclean’s 
investigation on the crisis in government data   Anne Kingston  September 18, 
2015 ..  http://www.macleans.ca/news/canada/vanishing-canada-why-were-all-
losers-in-ottawas-war-on-data/  
THE SOLUTION: Accountable System of Democracy this Madam Court Reporter 
explains through experience -- 1972 till today (updated February 2nd, 2017).  
---- Ombudsman Report taken from URL March 14 2006. URL no longer available. 
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http://www.ombudsman.bc.ca/publications/reports/Public_Reports/PR30_Court_Reporting.html#d)%20Vancouver%20Law%20Courts%20Hearing%20Rooms 
 1992 BC, CANADA OMBUDSMAN REPORT Ombudsman 
Report (black text) starts on page 9.  My (diana giesbrecht) Madame Court 
Reporter comment (blue-text on pages 2 to 9). 
Court Reporting and Court Transcription Services in B.C.         PUBLIC REPORT No. 30       COURT REPORTING       AND       COURT TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE       IN BRITISH COLUMBIA       September, 1992 
 
COMMENT BY DIANA. UPDATED April 4th 2017.  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY of 
TIMLINE (my message). Thirty years Madame Court Reporter/Diana  inside 
Canada’s criminal and civil courts and boardrooms, my experience The Record 
(verbatim transcript production and delivery) tells us work flow is too convoluted 
and complex.  The nightmare today, no one can afford the legal costs in 
criminal and/or civil courts. The social reality is transcript production and 
delivery oppresses and exploits everyone. The good news, there is a solution. 
There is a better way to deliver The Record! You don’t need to pay for live 
transcript at the end of legal sessions. Contact (google) Diana Giesbrecht to 
understand how to reduce your legal costs. 
 
Comment by Diana, provide Overview/TIMELINE - pages 2 to 10 of this pdf 
Arial Font Color Blue text provides Historical Facts set out in Timeline. Below the Timeline Facts is the Content of the BC Canada Ombudsman original 1992 report 
(color black text on page 10). This Update Wednesday January 11th, 2017 is a courtesy for visitors to my Signature Site google Diana Giesbrecht, www.dianagiesbrecht.com and courtesy to Fiji’s Mdme SG-Secretary General to Fiji’s 
Parliament Viniana Namosimalua re: The Fiji Times ONLINE Saturday February 28th 2015 http://www.fijitimes.com/story.aspx?id=296592    Canada’s Chief Justice, The Right Honourable Beverly McLachlin acknowledged in 
2001 "this new view of the judge involves changes on every front ... Changes in the 
process through which the duties are discharged: the administration of justice. ... court management has become a hot topic." 
 Madame Court Reporter/Diana / www.dianagiesbrecht.com COMMENT: The Right 
Honourable Beverly McLachlin speaks frankly 2012 telling us Canada's justice system has 'failed our middle class'. Likewise, this Madame Court Reporter/Diana spoke frankly in 1982 to my Chief, BC Chief Justice McEachern. Our Chief invited the board 
members of BCSRA-BC Shorthand Reporters' Association into his Chambers. Court 
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Reporter job is to speak frankly to their Chief (judge) when Court Services (the administration of justice) politically interferes with court reporter "oath" to produce 
transcript to the best of our skill and ability. This Madame Court Reporter/Diana  went on to speak frankly to my Chief: Canada's justice system fails both her civil and 
criminal justice system! Likewise, this Madame Court Reporter/Diana  reiterated her frank comments to BC's 1986 JRC-Justice Reform Committee: Canada's justice system fails both her civil and criminal justice system!  TIMELINE 1972 - to present: Comments UPDATED by Madame Court 
Reporter/Diana on Wednesday, January 11th 2017. Timeline is quick scroll thru 
the facts provides historical context for the 1992 BC Ombudsman report 
(follows after my comments). 
Fiji Day Oct 14 2007 – Canada Thanks Giving Day: Thank you Fiji Police 
Officers Rajendra Singh and Venkesh Permal for your request to review 1992 
BC Ombudsman Report – this Madame Court Reporter’s Canada work 
experience.   
Pre 1973 – BC Provincial Courts were operated by the municipalities. There 

was no Court Services Ministry. This Madame Court Reporter/Diana   started as a per diem (auxiliary) reporter in 1972, and took my “Oath” in 
1974. I was the youngest court reporter in Canada in 1972. 

1973 Leading up to Appeal Book Tussle. BC AG hired per diem (auxiliaries) 
reporters -- guarantee 10 reporting-days court each month to reporters 
who work out of their homes. Only full-time staff court reporters receive 
benefit of government resources – office space. What is the same about 
per diem and full time court reporters? The answer is all reporters 
supplied their own paper and other supplies. Government “manager” 
structure: a Chief Reporter in Vancouver and four regional reporters 
supervised court reporter staff in BC’s five court regions. Dennis Pearce 
was the “regional manager” in Victoria. 
1973-74 Leading up to Appeal Book Tussle. BC Government formed 
Court Services, its director Dennis Shepherd (later Mr. Justice 
Shepherd) and Court Services deputy director David Warren. Court 
reporters lobbied for increase transcript rates. Instead Court Services 
offered to provide per diem and full-time staff court reporters with all their 
supplies. Photocopy wasn’t widespread. Mostly carbons were then used 
to produce Pretrial conference (examinations for discovery, US 
depositions and other private work performed by public court-reporter 
servants). For example, Court Services Regional Managers were court 
reporters who managed subordinate court reporters. Regional Mangers 
held the Power of the Court Diary in their hands, and ran private 
“Appeals” practice out of government offices. Hindsight from 1979 
onwards till today 2016 tells us Moonlighting out of government offices is 
corruption.  
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All over BC court houses, each Regional Manager practiced a different policy for distributing earnings (from Appeal Books) to the subordinate 
court reporters who produced verbatim transcript – The Record.  
What was the same all over BC court houses, Regional Managers were 
staff court reporters. Regional Managers ran private practice out of 
government office by charging a management fee on Appeal Book 
transcript production. Lawyers would write cheques directly in the name 
of the Manager’s private business practiced out of government office 
(moonlighting). Some managers in different locations in BC grabbed a 
percentage before paying subordinate court reporters. Other managers 
grabbed a flat fee. What was different all over BC was how Regional 
Managers passed on the money they received directly from lawyers onto 
subordinate court reporters working out of the same government office. 
Some managers would “share” all the copy-money of Appeal Book with 
their subordinates. The number of transcript copies depends how many 
lawyers on a case -- anywhere from two to multiple counsel. The more 
lawyers on one case meant the more money received from an Appeal 
Book. Some managers just took a flat rate off for putting together the Appeal book i.e. “share” equally the transcript copies. Other managers 
would only pay the subordinate one copy for their particular transcript 
embossed in Appeal book. The manager would keep the rest – a HUGE 
amount of money into the Regional Manager’s “private pocket” for doing 
NO work at all (moonlighting). This obviously did NOT sit well with 
subordinate court reporters and eventually created the Appeal Book 
Tussle (facts in timeline below).  

1974 Leading up to Appeal Book Tussle.  Pre 1973-74, provincial courts 
were operated by the municipalities. The AG through his newly formed 
Court Services decided Court Services is responsible for all the 
provincial courts. Court Services then absorbed all the provincial staff, 
and decided to hire permanently all the per diem/auxiliaries court reporters. Court Services policy court reporters become BCGEU (union) 
members. Mandatory union membership did not sit well with court 
reporters. 
The viewer of this document will also see in this timeline that Court Services revived their union-policy twenty years later – 1994 
Korbinization (facts in timeline below). The viewer of this document will 
also see this Madame Court Reporter/Diana consulted PSERC-Public 
Service Employee Relations Commission. On 30 Sept 1994 Human 
Resources Officer Catherine McDonald tells me the definition of a 
court reporter  “neither the Supreme Court nor the court Reporters 
designated by the AG are deemed part of the public service for 
employment purposes.”   
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1974.  Court Services policy court reporters become BCGEU (union) members. 

Mandatory union membership did not sit well with court reporters. Per 
diem court reporters became full time public servants (staff) and were 
eventually provided office space. The new staff received one typewriter, one filing cabinet, a desk and chair. Personal Computers were unheard 
of, for example CAT (computer assisted transcript). Likewise, photocopy 
machines were Not in use. Transcripts were produced on typewriter with 
carbon copies. 

1975-76 Leading up to Appeal Book Tussle. Legislation enacted specifically removed court reporters from the union. Instead court reporters were 
designated Schedule A excluded (from the union). The legislature was 
inspired by the fact Court reporters earned “private” extra income 
(attendance fees for court and pre-trial conferences and transcript fees). 
Court reporters were also considered “essential service”, not allowed to 
strike. 

1974-79  The Appeal Book Tussle.  I was the youngest court reporter in 
Canada when I started working as Madame Court Reporter  in 1972. In 
1974 my “oath of office”. My university studies (Uvic 1992-97 and USP 
2004-06) focused on strengthening judicial independence. Research, 
Study and personal court-reporter experience tells us North America’s 
Attorney Generals’ office through their Court Services are co-responsible 
for running private practice (including DAR-digital audio recorders) out of 
judicial courts and boardrooms results in the executive branch political 
interference with the judicial branch.   
See “Opinion” article Two myths hinder the global fight against 
corruption published in Fiji Daily Post Saturday 8 May 2010, url 
http://www.dianagiesbrecht.com/CORRUPTON_%20Two%20myths%20hinder.pdf    
 
It’s a matter of Ethics. .. ITS NOT ROCKET SCIENCE 
http://www.dianagiesbrecht.com/1998-UniversityVictoria-Humanities-
News-CoverStory-byDiana.pdf 

THE PROBLEM. BC Court Services manager on the 6th Floor of Victoria Court 
House Dennis Kent in charge of policy practice all over BC court 
houses. Dennis Kent instructed all staff Regional Managers and their 
court reporters to run private practice out of Canada judicial courts and 
boardrooms. This Purse-string mentality lead to the Appeal Book Tussle. 
1979, I no longer wanted to be a Bystander participating in government’s 
corrupt transcript delivery. I left government to start private court 
reporting. LEAD TO the BC Chief Justice Alan McEachern issuing his 
1982 Practice Direction. .. LEAD TO the 1984 Privatization of Court 
Reporters – the first government services in the world to be privatized 
(prove me wrong). 
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1982 Practice Direction of BC’s Chief Judge Alan McEachern. I was the First  

private Court Reporter court reporter to hold a position on the Board of 
BCSRA-British Columbia Shorthand Reporters’ Association. The Chief’s 
Practice Direction made it mandatory all lawyers must phone 
government “Staff” Reporters to schedule the lawyers "private" work -- 
pretrial conferences/examinations for discovery. This created conflict 
between public/government paid court reporters and private court 
reporters.  
The Chief’s Practice Direction, only if the government staff court 
reporters’ DIARY could not “fit” the lawyer’s pre-trial conference into their 
government-staff Diary, then the government court reporter may pass 
onto the lawyer an “authorization number” that must be embossed in the 
transcript filed into court registry. .. LEAD TO the Chief Justice inviting 
BC’s Court Reporter Association (BCSRA) into his chambers BEFORE 
he issued his Practice Direction. .. LEAD TO my speaking frankly to The 
Chief in His Chambers in front of fellow BCSRA board members who 
were also all government staff court reporters.   
My frank comments to the Chief: that in 1979 I would not participate in 
Victoria Regional Manager Dennis Pearce’s moonlighting anti-trust 
violation behavior -- distribution of money paid by lawyers for putting 
Appeal Books together. My choosing Not to be a Bystander participating 
in anit-trust violations forced me to resign from government staff public 
service;  that BCSRA in 1979 did not want me to sacrifice my 
membership; that unanimously BCSRA invited me to be the very first 
“private” court reporter to be a member of BCSRA; that I was 
“unanimously” voted onto BCSRA’s Board; that my “Oath” requires me to always speak frankly to my Chief: “No, don’t issue your Practice 
Direction in that form! I went onto Speak Frankly to my Chief explaining 
how staff court reporters would take advantage: “court reporting is a 
business. Court reporters earn large sums of money through attendance and the transcript they produce.” The Chief waived aside my warning 
replying, “My court reporters will never do that.” Hindsight tells us 
everything I said to the Chief came to pass. Till today the smaller our 
screens become, the larger my message! 
The 1992 Ombudsman Report (below in black text) tells us government 
staff court reporters went onto to do exactly what I warned our Chief 
would happen once he issued his Practice Direction. Court reporters' purse-string mentality.. LEAD TO Victoria's 6th Floor Court Services 
Manager Dennis Kent (in charge of all the Court Services all over the 
province) strategy to run private court-reporter practice out of judicial 
courts and boardrooms – political interference in the courts .. LEAD TO  
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1984 PRIVATIZATION – Victoria Court Service Manager Margaret Mann and 

assistant Bonnie House THREATENED me. Quoting Bonnie: “Sign the 
contract ‘as is’ or I’ll make sure you never work again in the courts or at 
pretrial conferences.”  LEAD TO .. 

1986: JRC-Justice Reform Committee: In my position as a private court reporter a n d now past president of the BCSRA-British Columbia 
Shorthand Reporters' Assoc  I received a private “written” invitation by 
JRC member (now judge) Glenn Parrott to appear before the JRC. Then 
Chairman of the JRC. My reply to then Mr. Glenn Parrott, I appear 
before the JRC means I will be blackballed by my Court Reporter 
association. Mr. Glenn Parrott’s response, “now you have knowledge, 
now you have choice” to appear before JRC. My reply, I am morally 
obligated by my Oath of Court Reporter Office to appear before the JRC 
and Speak Frankly. ..  LEAD TO .. my appearance before the JRC. The 
JRC findings adopted my recommendations. But BC’s 1986 government 
administration of the day did NOT have the political Will to implement the 
JRC’s recommendations. Instead BC government choose to completely 
ignore the JRC findings. The JRC was a Smoke & Mirrors strategy by the then government administration ..  LEAD TO .. 

1992 – Omubudsman Report DID NOT CONSULT BC's PSERC-Public 
Service Employee Relations Commission's definition of a court reporter 
prior to making recommendations. Next paragraph is out of dateline 
order but shows the viewer of this page that I personally contacted  
PSERC for the definition of a court reporter.  
1994 Sept 30th – PSERC (Public Service Employee Relations 
Commission) Human Resources Officer Catherine McDonald (Branch 
Ministry of Forests) reiterates definition of a court reporter:  “neither 
the Supreme Court nor the court Reporters designated by the AG are 
deemed part of the public service for employment purposes”  LEAD TO   

1992 – introduce to the WORLD WIDE WEB.  UVic-University of Victoria, I 
was a student of the Humanities’ Program. My research:  Q How to 
solve the political interference/corruption taking place in our 
courts? While attending UVic, I noticed an “only for Instructors” 
workshop on the subject of GOPHER – the protocol at the time how 
universities communicate with each other. Note at the top the Alan 
Turing biography father of computers) This UVic-student persuaded the registrar of the Gopher Workshop to allow this Humanities Student to sit 
in on the all-male “instructor-only” Gopher workshop. At the start of the 
workshop, the Trainer asked instructors if they want to hear about this 
new phenomenon called – WORLD WIDE WEB. My court reporter ears 
stood to attention! I went about persuading the all-male UVic instructors 
to allow the Trainer to introduce WORLD WIDE WEB. Viewers can ask 
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me for copy of transcript -- on request. .. LEAD TO THE SOLUTION, 
Accountability Model of Transcript Production strengthens judicial 
independence .. http://www.dianagiesbrecht.com/transcript_facts.html   LEAD TO   
History forgotten is history repeated .. LEAD TO .. 

1993 - Peter Leask Hearings (transcripts available on request): investigated 
the AG office court reporters moonlighting out of government offices by 
Omni-Script services. The moonlighting had been ongoing since 1972 by court reporters. Peter Leask transcripts: keyword search “status quo” .. 
LEAD TO  the government of the day 1993 WAIVED ASIDE Peter 
Leask’s warnings, disbanded the Peter Leask Hearings and replaced 
Peter Leask with the Judy Korbin Commission LEAD TO .. 

1993 KORBIN COMMISSION revived the 1974 mandatory “union” membership 
by court reporters. This revived Moonlighting (purse-string mentality by 
the Attorney General Court Service Managers). Korbin Commission 
counsel Peter Burton THREATENED me: on July 9th 1993 telephone 
conversation comments made to me, quoting Peter Burton: “Court 
Services can do anything they want. There is nothing you can do about 
it. Accept the terms of employment, or do not report court.” LEAD TO my 
reply, “NOT on my Watch!” LEAD TO .. 

1994 Court Services implemented KORBIN COMMISSION findings: revived 
the 1974 mandatory “union” membership by court reporters.: Only 
"privatized-contract" court reporters are permitted back into government 
services and by “mandatory/Korbinzied” become unionized. LEAD TO .. 
revived political interference in Canada’s judicial courts and boardrooms 
reviving the PROBLEM: policy created by Victoria’s Court Services 
Manager Dennis Kent where Court Registry Service politically interferes 
in Canada’s judicial courts and boardrooms  LEAD TO ..   

1994 In my position as Madam Court Reporter, I  consulted PSERC- Public Service Employee Relations Commission. Sept 30 1994 PSERC 
Human Resources Officer Catherine McDonald reiterating my 
comment above, PSERC  definition of a court reporter:  “neither the 
Supreme Court nor the court Reporters designated by the AG are 
deemed part of the public service for employment purposes”  LEAD TO 
BC government (till today 2017) not unlike my warning the Chief Justice 
McEachern over his Practice Direction in 1982, BC Attorney General 
ignoring Peter Leask Committee in 1993 warning (keyword search the 
Leask transcripts “status quo”), and the 1993 Attorney General chose to 
WAIVE ASIDE  PSERC warning LEAD TO .. 
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1995  Court Services REVIVING the 1970s political interference in judicial 

courts and boardrooms / purse-string mentality. Court Services 
Select Panel R. Fisher in Victoria, quoting R. Fisher’s Aug 25 letter 
addressed to me:  "use of technology can and should be excluded from 
consideration in current competitions for court reporter positions 
because these skills are not presently a requirement to be able to fully 
carry out the duties of the [court reporter] position.  The principle of merit 
requires that we assess candidates by their knowledge." My question, 
what does Court Services mean by the word “knowledge”?  LEAD TO .. 

1995  I choose to test again the Root Cause of the problem: How does BC 
government define the word “knowledge”. I attended a second interview 
to test if Victoria Court Services policy is repeated elsewhere in BC? I 
knew this behavior is a matter of Record and is the reason I attended the 
interview this time in New Westminster. My interview quoting Panel 
Chair, Debbie Spouler DEFINES “MERIT” for the court reporter position,  
“Court Services defines ‘knowledge’ to mean a Court Reporter 
privatized contract.”  LEAD TO .. 

1996 April 14: President of Victoria Criminal Bar Association Anne 
Wallace in telephone conversation with me, quoting Anne Wallace: “You 
know lawyers have no choice over the tools they use in the courtroom.” 
My reply, “Listen to yourself, Anne: you put the public in victim position.” 
Till today 2017, there is no safe place in Canada for her judicial workers 
to stand up and speak frankly to their judges”  LEAD TO .. 

1996  East Canada follows West Canada’s Purse-string-mentality Moonlighting 
Model – moonlighting out of government office. April 15 Ontario Court 
Services follows the lead of BC Court Services. Ontario Court Services 
April 15 minutes of meeting of Court Reporters and M.A.G. Management at 50 Kennedy Road:  Present – Anetta Cart, Joe Mideo, representing 
Mike Uhlmann, Mr. Gleason, representing CSM, and approx 30 court 
reporters. LEAD TO .. 

1997 UVic- University of Victoria, Humanities: this Madame Court 
Reporter/Diana  sacrificed her private court reporting practice to 
research .. 
Q How do I bring back judicial independence/ "honour" (my Oath to 

produce transcripts to the best of my skill and ability) back into 
judicial courts and boardrooms? 

UVic 1997 March 18, research in my Humanities course Personal and 
Organizational Psychology Instructor Alec Lee (appendix page “v”) 
includes dateline of Court Services “anti-trust” violation activities. Organizing antitrust violations into Timeline format LEAD TO this 
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Madame Court Reporter/Diana  UNDERSTANDING: Ethics is not 
Rocket Science http://www.dianagiesbrecht.com/1998-
UniversityVictoria-Humanities-News-CoverStory-byDiana.pdf   LEAD TO   
THE SOLUTION: http://www.dianagiesbrecht.com/transcript_facts.html   
LEAD TO  http://www.dianagiesbrecht.com/work.html 

===== end of my comment. Return to 1992 Ombudsman Report** 
1992 BC OMBUDSMAN REPORT. 
---- content taken from URL March 14 2006. URL is no longer available. 
 
http://www.ombudsman.bc.ca/publications/reports/Public_Reports/PR30_Court_Reporting.html
#d)%20Vancouver%20Law%20Courts%20Hearing%20Rooms  Court Reporting and Court Transcription Services in B.C.         PUBLIC REPORT No. 30       COURT REPORTING       AND       COURT TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE       IN BRITISH COLUMBIA       September, 1992                    TABLE OF CONTENTS               News Release       I. CONTRACTING OF COURT REPORTER SERVICES       A. Privatization       B. Subsequent Contracts       C. Recording Devices in Supreme Court Chambers       D. Seven Years Later       E. The Ministry Audit (1989)       F. The Interact Report       G. The April 1991 Decision       H. Lack of Consultation       I. Lack of Notice       J. The Ministry's Response and our Findings       K. Attorney General's Announcement        II. TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES        A. The Contract for Provincial Court       B. The Contract for Supreme Court Chambers       C. Transcription of Supreme Court Civil Trials       D. Superannuation - Transfer Employer 
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      E. Performance Reviews       F. Jury Management System Program       G. Conclusion        III. COURT REPORTING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA       A. Introduction       B. The Complaints       C. Scheduling of Court Reporters  1. The Eight Day Requirement - January 1, 1990 to June 30, 1991 2. Assignments - September 1, 1991 to December 31, 1991 (Vancouver only) 3. Independent Scheduler      D. The 'Subsidy' Issue    1. Remuneration   2. Private Examination for Discovery/Transcript Business   a) Practice  b) System for Booking Examinations for Discovery and Support Staff   c) Examinations conducted by the Staff Reporter     Managers (Vancouver)   d) Vancouver Law Courts Hearing Rooms  E. Chambers Appeal Books  F. Conflict of Interest  G. Complaints involving Contract Reporters    1. Alleged Association between Staff and Contract Reporters   2. Daily Transcript Assignments   3. Standby Assignment Complaint   4. Contractor Seniority List  H. Recommendations               News Release       FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE       September 30, 1992       11:00 a.m.         Today the Ombudsman Dulcie McCallum released Public Report No. 30, Court Reporting and Court Transcription Services in British Columbia. The Public Report calls for the immediate restructuring by the Ministry of the Attorney General Court Services, including, most importantly, the       
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establishment of the position of Chief Court Reporter. This senior position would be restricted solely to management of court reporting services. The Report goes on to recommend that critical to the new position of Chief Reporter would be that the person chosen could not be       involved in any private reporting business.       The Report also recommends that the Ministry reconsider its policy of maintaining a two-tiered system of court reporting involving both staff and contract court reporters. In reviewing this recommendation, the   Ombudsman urges the Ministry to consult with the Chief Justices of British Columbia and of the Supreme Court in order to ascertain the most meaningful solution with those working in the Vancouver Law Courts who depend on court reporting services.       As a result of the findings of the investigation, the Ombudsman also recommends that the Ministry take all the necessary steps to equalize the benefits received by all court reporters taking into consideration issues      of seniority, experience and service quality. In addition, the private business operated by staff reporters should be completely severed from the public service provided by the present complement of staff reporters in Vancouver.       The Office of the Ombudsman first received complaints in May, 1991. The Ministry of the Attorney General was made aware of the complaints and subsequently asked the office to conduct an independent investigation. In June, 1991, due to the nature of the complaint, the investigation was changed to an Ombudsman's initiative.       The Office conducted its investigation initially in the summer and fall of 1991. In December 1992 and January 1992, further complaints were received, and those matters were investigated in the spring and summer of 1992.       The Ombudsman's investigation focused on three areas of complaint:  (1) allegations of unfair practices by the Ministry of Attorney General in contracting for court reporter services;  (2) questions about the award of transcription service contracts to a particular court reporting agency; and  (3) allegations that there were was unfairness in the court scheduling process and that Vancouver staff reporters were permitted to use public funded facilities to operate a private examination for discovery business.       CONTACT Victoria- Dulcie McCallum, Ombudsman       Vancouver; Barbara Fisher, General Counsel        
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              In May 1991 the Ombudsman’s Office received a formal written complaint from contract court reporters (contract reporters) about what they believed was unfairness, government waste, conflict of interest and improprieties within the Ministry of Attorney General Court Services        Branch (the "Ministry), regarding court reporting in British Columbia. For the purposes of our investigation the complaints were broken down into the following areas:        I. Allegations of unfair practices by the Ministry in contracting court reporter services and in the decision announced April 30, 1991 that court reporter contracts would not be renewed after September 30, 1991.       II. Questions about the awarding of transcription service contracts to Omni Script Services Ltd., owned by a former manager of Court Services Branch. An interim Public Report on this issue was released on July 5, 1991; the findings and conclusions reached in that report are contained in this report.       III. Allegations that the Vancouver Official Court Reporters (staff reporters) were not attending court for a minimum of eight days per month as required by policy. There were further allegations of unfairness in the      scheduling process, and that the staff reporters were using publicly funded offices and equipment to run a private examination for discovery/transcription business.       The Ministry was made aware of the complaints and the Assistant Deputy Minister asked our office to conduct an investigation. On June 4, 1991, due to this request and the nature of the complaint, the investigation was changed to an Ombudsman's initiative.       In June, July and August 1991, we met with the staff reporters in Vancouver, Victoria, New Westminster, Kelowna and Vernon. They were advised of the Ombudsman's role, jurisdiction and the issues being investigated. They were given an opportunity to ask questions and make comments. We were also contacted by a number of contract reporters who shared their perspectives with us.       In November 1991, at the time our investigation was nearing completion, a confidential draft report was provided to the Ministry and to staff reporters to advise of our tentative findings and recommendations, and to     invite responses. These responses were reviewed, further clarified and are included in this report.       In December 1991 and January 1992, we received further complaints. There were further allegations of unfairness in scheduling the courts in Vancouver from 
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September to December of 1991 and of improper revenues to      staff reporters and staff reporter managers for the supervision and preparation of Chambers Appeal Books. There were also a series of complaints which involved contract reporters. We investigated these complaints in January, February, March and April 1992, and the results of this investigation are included in Part III of this report.       Where this office finds that there may be sufficient grounds for making a report or recommendations which may adversely affect an authority or a person, the Ombudsman Act requires that we inform the authority or person of this and provide an opportunity to make representations before the report is finalized. All adversely affected parties were given this opportunity, in November, 1991 and again in June and July, 1992.       This office does not have jurisdiction to investigate decisions of pure policy, such as the government's decision in 1985 to privatize court reporters, or its decision whether or not to contract. We do have jurisdiction to review related administrative practices and procedures, which are addressed in this report.  Our investigation focused on systemic issues in the current court reporting system. We examined aspects of the system which touch on the interplay between contract reporters, staff reporters, schedulers, support staff and administrators employed by the Ministry. We did not investigate various personal disputes between individuals within the system.       In the course of our investigation, we received some allegations of criminal conduct which we referred to the Deputy Attorney General. It is not within our mandate to investigate allegations of this kind. These allegations were referred by the Assistant Deputy Attorney General      Criminal Justice Branch, to the R.C.M.P., who have an ongoing investigation at the present time. The Comptroller General is also conducting an audit of the scheduling functions for court reporters at the request of the Deputy Attorney General. This report deals with complaints which in our opinion were found to be relevant to our system review.       Some of the report's findings are:        In the first period of review (January 1990 - June 1991) we could not make a clear determination of the number of days in court per month reported by Vancouver 
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staff reporters, because the available records were incomplete or inconsistent.       In the second period under review (September, 1991 - December 1991) we found that Vancouver staff reporters received considerably more assignments to standby or short matters than those received by contract reporters during that four month period. This allowed the staff reporters      to be available to conduct examinations for discovery after they had completed their court assignments. We found that this gave the staff reporters an advantage over contract reporters in the examination for discovery business, since contract reporters are Generally unable to      regularly conduct their examination business to do the same. We concluded that this was an advantage which is derived from their public service positions.       Due to the manner of scheduling staff reporters for court between January 1990 and March 1991, it appeared that the Ministry was using more contract reporters to cover the courts than was necessary. While staff reporters       were available, the scheduler received the necessary information too late in the process to schedule them in the most efficient manner. This process improved after March 1991.       Staff reporters now receive a higher per[diem] them[sic] rate (with additional benefits) than contract reporters for reporting the courts because their salaries have increased over the years while contract rates have not. Accordingly, contract reporters have not received equal treatment from the Ministry. The current system and fee structure for the preparation of Chambers Appeal Books needs to be reviewed.       At a minimum, there is a public perception that the Vancouver staff reporter managers, and the staff reporters to a lesser extent, are in a conflict of interest, due to the inherent structure of the present system. They are continually placed in a position where their private business interests may be in conflict with their public responsibilities.       The recommendations are listed at the end of this report. This once appreciates the time and cooperation of all those who provided us with information. While this final report was delayed due to our further investigation, we hope that our more thorough review will provide the Ministry with some useful recommendations.               Dulcie McCallum       Ombudsman 
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                      I CONTRACTING OF COURT REPORTER SERVICES       All court reporting in B.C. is currently done by two groups of court reporters. The first group, staff reporters, are salaried government employees. The second group, contract reporters, are retained on contract.        Staff and contract reporters report the courts and also operate private examination for discovery/transcript businesses. There are two staff reporter managers, who occupy two government positions: Manager of Contract Administration and Manager of Reporter Operations. They revolve through the positions on a monthly basis. Their major responsibility is to ensure that available resources are utilized efficiently and that there is an effective reporting service for the Vancouver Law Courts.       At the time of our initial investigation in June 1991, there were 25 staff reporters and approximately 150 contract reporters in B.C. By June 1992 the number of contract reporters had increased to 194, while the number of staff reporters remained the same. Some contractors have 'guaranteed days' contracts and some have "as and when required' contracts with the Ministry. A third group of private sector independent reporters only operate private examination for discovery/transcript businesses.       Unfair practices in contracting court reporter services and the decision announced by the Ministry that court reporter contracts would not be renewed effective September 30, 1991 was the first issue addressed by this       office.       We interviewed contract reporters, staff reporters, Ministry staff and management, and members of the British Columbia Shorthand Reporters Association (BCSRA) which represents 200 of the approximately 235 court reporters in British Columbia. We received correspondence from many     sources, and unsolicited information from many others who became aware of our office's involvement and wanted to share their experiences and perspectives with us.               A. Privatization 
      The history of court reporting in British Columbia is lengthy and complex. Prior to 1974 all court reporters were hired on a per[diem] them[sic] payment basis. In 1974 all per[diem] them[sic] reporters were invited to become government employees as staff reporters. From that time until September 1984 all reporting in the County and 
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Supreme Courts, Court of Appeal and private examinations for discovery was done by staff reporters. 
      In December 1983 the Ministry announced a plan to privatize staff reporters. There were many months of negotiations between the Ministry and the solicitor who represented the majority of the staff reporters who were      to be privatized. At the time of privatization a small group of 39 of the most senior staff reporters were retained by the Ministry. There were three staff reporters retained on Vancouver Island, 20 in the Vancouver region, ten in the Fraser region, and six in the Interior region.       The privatized staff reporters signed three-year contracts with the Ministry. Auxiliary reporters who had worked for more than one year were given 18 month contracts. The contract terms were negotiated, and whether      a privatized reporter was offered a 'guaranteed days' contract or an 'as and when required" contract depended on the experience and years of public service of the reporter at the time of privatization. The per diem rate reflected years of service. Those with ten or more years were contracted at a per diem rate of $250.00 for eight days per month. This per[diem] rate when calculated over the course of a year was equivalent to the 1984 annual salary of a staff reporter. Those with five to ten years service      were given a per diem rate of $225.00 and nine guaranteed days/month, and those with under five years were given a per them rate of $200.00 and ten guaranteed days/month. Although the rates were different, the total annual      payments by the Ministry were similar for the three categories.       We were advised that, immediately after privatization was implemented, there were too many contractors in Vancouver to service the anticipated       September to June court sittings. The Ministry and the privatized Vancouver staff reporters (approximately 40) had negotiated a condensed ten month work year, when they had previously worked over a twelve month period. The Ministry told us that this reflected the fact that fewer trial courts are in session during July and August.       After privatization, in order to do reporting in the courts or private examinations for discovery, "official" court reporter status was required in British Columbia. This status could only be obtained by privatized court reporters through a "guaranteed days" contract or an "as and when required' contract with the Ministry. Since July, 1990 reporters in the private sector no longer have to 
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contract with the Ministry to obtain "official" reporter status to report examinations for discovery.        B. Subsequent Contracts 
      In 1987 court reporter contracts were renewed for three years at the 1984 rates. In 1990 the contracts were renewed for a further year again at 1984 rates, with an expiry date of September 1991.       A number of contracts which were renewed with contract reporters in 1990 required computer compatibility within three years. Scheduled in the contract was a fee (not to exceed $25.00) for the preparation and supply of a copy of a computer diskette which was produced when the transcript was prepared on computer. There is correspondence in 1989 between the Ministry and the BCSRA discussing the length of the phase-in program required to get the remaining 20% of contract court reporters computer      compatible. It was decided that a three-year time frame was appropriate and the BCSRA was put on notice in March 1990 that should contractors be unable to provide diskettes by 1993, the Ministry would not renew their      contracts.        C. Recording Devices in Supreme Court Chambers 
      In September 1990, audio recording devices were introduced into Supreme Court Chambers. This decision was supported by the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. It was based on a model which had been used successfully in       the Court of Appeal and it was seen as a move to provide a service which had not been available before. Orders and dispositions had not formerly been recorded, nor had the relatively informal reasons typically given for deciding most shorter contested Chambers applications. Court reporters were usually called to Chambers only to record oral reasons given after a more lengthy hearing leading to a final order (for example, a judicial review proceeding).       The Ministry decided that the Chambers transcript production from audio tapes would be done by typists, not court reporters. While at least half of the former Chambers work had been done by staff reporters, contract       reporters were concerned that the Court Services Branch did not consider contracting this work to them,. However, this decision was not seen by the Ministry or by the judicial administration as displacing a significant      amount of court reporting work.       This change to audio recording was believed by some contract reporters to be the beginning of the end of 
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contract court reporting. As a result, there were rumours circulating among Vancouver contract reporters that all       reporters would 'be gone" in a year. The Honourable William A- Esson, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of British Columbia, responded to a member of the BCSRA by letter dated September 18, 1990, addressing this concern. He said, in part: As to the rumours which you say you have heard to the effect that "the reporters will be gone" in a year, I believe there to be no substance in them. I assure you I have no intention or desire to diminish the role of       court reporters in the operations of this court. Particularly for recording trial proceedings, I believe strongly that technology should not displace the live reporter. Nor do I have any reason to believe that there      are any plans afoot in that direction.       Court Services thought that contract reporters would not be interested in providing this type of service, because the dispositions are usually very short and the rates are per page. Further, they did not know how much      transcription would result from audio tape recorders being placed in Chambers, because they had not been used before. Therefore, Court Services requested submissions from two established contract transcription service providers, and one provider was awarded an interim contract. The interim       contract was extended to June 30, 1992. Thereafter, the dispositions were to be prepared by Ministry support staff.        D. Seven Years Later 
      In June 1991, 25 of the 39 staff reporters were still employed by the Ministry. There was one reporter in the Vancouver Island region, three in Fraser, five in the Interior, and 16 in Vancouver. The complainants told us that at the time of privatization the Ministry had indicated that the 39 staff reporter positions which remained after privatization would be eliminated through attrition. The BCSRA's recollection was the same. The Ministry advised us that no such commitment was made and it was left to the discretion of the operational managers to periodically assess the need for staff reporters. In April 1991, the Ministry's advice to contract reporters was that a core of approximately 20 staff reporters would be maintained in Vancouver and possibly a core maintained in the Interior.       We understand that the judiciary has been in favour of maintaining a core of reporters in the Vancouver law Courts. Over seven years 14 staff reporter positions which 
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became vacant were not filled. However, in the fall of 1990 a competition was posted for one staff reporter for the Vancouver region. This position was for an R.T.T. (real time transcribing method) reporter. The position was not filled because of the November 1990 freeze on hiring in the public service. It was posted again in April 1991,      and was filled in the summer of 1991. The total number of staff reporters in Vancouver was then increased to 17. Filling one vacancy in the complement of staff reporters with an R.T.T. reporter was a management decision to fill a need for a specialized reporter. The Ministry advised       us that this action was not intended to set a precedent for the expansion of staff reporters.        E. The Ministry Audit (1989) 
       At the request of Court Services Branch management, the Internal Audit Division of the Office of the comptroller General Ministry of Finance and Corporate Relations, conducted an audit in July and August 1989. The       purpose was to review, evaluate, verify and report upon the adequacy of financial and management controls over contract administration within the Branch. Court reporting services and transcript production were identified by the Branch as top priorities for the audit. In November, 1989 a draft report "for discussion only' was issued. It contained a number of recommendations, some of which were specific to court reporting. The report commented on the special status of reporters and suggested that the    Branch needed to determine whether it was receiving the required services in the most efficient, effective and economical manner.       Pending the final report being issued, Court Services has been dealing with the problems identified in the audit and the Ministry has advised the Internal Audit Division that they have complied with many of the recommendations.       In September 1990, the Ministry prepared a proposed audit plan for contracted services and it was tested in the Victoria Law Court Review of October, 1990. In April 1991 the audit plan was updated and as of June, 1991 the audit plan was to be incorporated in the Ministry's Inspections Guide.       Also in June, 1991 Regional Directors were canvassed to confirm what regional action had been taken in response to the audit. The final report was recently received by the Ministry, and it was still dealing with the      
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issues, problems and recommendations identified in the audit at the time of our investigation.               F. The Interact Report 
       In 1989 the Ministry contracted with Interact Policy Consultants to provide a technical report about the different systems of making and transcribing official court records. This was in response to the concern      expressed in 1988 by the Justice Reform Committee about the high cost of transcripts. The August 1989 interim Interact Report was widely released.       In December, 1989 the BCSRA submitted a brief in response to the report to Interact Policy Consultants and to Court Services Branch. BCSRA's position was:        Reporters are a vital and integral part of the modern and future court and legal system; and as a crucial link between courts, lawyers and litigants, they are employing technology that is valuable to the administration of justice. The Justice Reform Committee (1988) recommends expanding the use of computer technology throughout our court system. Official Reporters using C.A.T. and R.T.T. will enable this goal to be achieved.       The BCSRA stated that they wanted to respond in greater detail after a review of the second stage of the report.       The final Interact Report of March 22, 1990 was not released by the Ministry. This gave court reporters and others the impression that something was being hidden and that adequate consultation had not occurred. This also precluded the BCSRA and others from responding to the      final recommendations. This final report included a recommendation to eliminate all court reporters in Supreme Court and to replace them with recording equipment. The Ministry advised us that it did not release the Interact Report because it did not endorse this recommendation and it did not want to defend it, as it saw a need for court reporters in Supreme Court criminal matters.       It is unfortunate that the Ministry did not release the final Interact Report at that time and did not seek further submissions from those parties affected by the recommendations. This lack of disclosure created an atmosphere of further distrust in an already difficult climate. Even if the Ministry did not intend to implement some of the recommendations, further discussion could have been productive.         
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      G. The April 1991 Decision  
      AU reporting contracts were to expire on or about October 1, 1991. Before this, the Ministry had planned to introduce a competitive bidding process for future contracts. On April 30, 1991 it announced that:        1. Court reporters would continue to report Supreme          Court criminal trials.       2. Supreme Court civil trials would be audio          recorded at the government's expense unless           colonel [?] requested the services of a            reporter. In such instances, a reporter            would be arranged by Ministry staff and            provided at the expense of the parties.        3. At a future date, real time transcription would         be pilot tested in several Court locations at the         expense of the litigants.        Following this, the Ministry announced that a pre-bid conference was to be held May 21, 1991. This conference was cancelled pending our investigation and the Request for Proposals was withdrawn. The effect of the April 30, 1991 decision was to immediately and significantly reduce the amount of court reporting work available. The President of the BCSRA advised that an estimated 60% of the contract reporters' work in January, February and March 1991, was from Supreme Court civil trials. The contract reporters interpreted this as the first step in a process which would ultimately eliminate all contract positions.       This led some contract reporters to make a written complaint to our office in May 1991. The complainants were of the view that the costs of court reporting were not reduced after privatization. They believed the real   problem was not the cost of contract court reporting but the mismanagement of staff reporters. The complainants believed that Court Services was using and paying for contract reporters more than necessary because staff      reporters were not spending enough time reporting the courts. The complainants believed that the cost issue was used to support a Ministry decision to install audio recording devices in the courts. We did not     investigate the issues relating to costs. However, based upon our review of the Interact report, cost was one of the criteria upon which the Interact recommendations were 
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based, and was the subject of continuing debate after the March, 1990 final report was sent to the Ministry.       The complainants also expressed concerns about the lack of choice where legal counsel requested a court reporter for a Supreme Court civil matter.        Arrangements were to be made by Ministry staff. If the cost of the court reporter was to be borne by the litigants, they felt that counsel should have the right to select the reporter of his or her choice. The Ministry      advised us that it was necessary for its staff to make these assignments because it needed to have control over scheduling matters in order to ensure the smooth operation of the courts.        H. Lack of Consultation  
      On November 28, 1990, the Assistant Deputy Minister wrote to all court reporters canvassing ideas about contracted court reporting services in the future, requesting a response by December 31, 1990. 'Mere was a       feeling of uncertainty among all court reporters, because it was felt that the Ministry had already decided to replace reporters with recorders in Supreme Court civil matters.       In October 1990 the Ministry was reviewing a proposed model for service delivery which saw a substantial reduction in the number of contracts in       place. It advised us that it was considering various reporting/recording models and no final decisions were made at that time. However, the fact that the Ministry was reviewing specific models, which included some recording functions supports concerns that it may have been consulting with contract reporters after the fact.       The Chief Justices were not meaningfully consulted before the actual decision was made. En January 1990, the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court wrote to the Deputy Attorney General referring to the interim Interact    Report. He advised the Deputy that if the final report was to be seen as making a case for changing the present system of reporting, he expected to be consulted, and to have an opportunity to respond after fun consideration. The Deputy agreed with the Chief Justice's expectations.       There was an initial meeting in March 1991 with the Chief Justice. The Ministry's proposal was later outlined in a letter dated April 4, 1991 to the Chief Justice. This letter indicated that the decision to eliminate court reporters from Supreme Court civil trials had been made. 
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7%e Chief Justice then considered the full extent of the ramifications of the proposal and wrote to the Assistant Deputy Minister on May 9, 1991, shortly after the decision was announced. In this letter, he raised serious concerns with the Ministry's plan. Thereafter, the Ministry met      further with the Chief Justices to discuss the proposed changes.       The President's Report in "Bar Talk", the Canadian Bar Association, B.C. Branch, April/May 1991 edition reported:   While the Bar did provide comment to the Ministry's research study on court reporting, the decision recently announced had been made without consultation with the Bar.       We have concluded, therefore, that while the Ministry did not make a decision until April 30, 1991, there was a lack of meaningful consultation about the issue with court reporters, the judiciary and the bar.               I. Lack of Notice Contract reporters advised us that they have spent a considerable amount of time and money establishing their private reporting businesses.   
      Computers, photocopying and printing equipment were purchased or leased, monthly maintenance service contracts were signed, space was leased and support staff were hired. This was a result of privatization, regular     renewal of contracts, and the need to be computer compatible. Contract reporters stated that they did not have sufficient notice to properly dismantle an infrastructure which took over seven years to build. They       said that they had been encouraged by the Ministry until April 1991 and that the Ministry should act accordingly. They also felt the decision to use audio tape recorders was wrong.       The Ministry was of the view that the terms of the reporters' contracts did not require it to give more than five months' notice of any program changes. Because Supreme Court civil reporting work constituted a portion       of available work, it considered the amount of notice given to be adequate.       While the Ministry may not have been contractually bound to consult with contractors or to give more notice, the amount of work generated by Supreme Court civil matters is significant, and many of the technological      advancements in the field were made recently due to initiatives and requirements from the Ministry. Therefore, 
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we have concluded that the amount of notice given was inadequate, taking into consideration the lack of meaningful consultation and all of the other factors referred to above.               J. The Ministry's Response and our Findings 
       In May, 1991 shortly after our investigation began, the Ministry decided that the April 30, 1991 decision would be put on hold pending our investigation and a response from the judiciary.       From a review of all the information we received we concluded that there was a lack of consultation, a lack of notice and therefore a reasonable expectation that work would continue for contract reporters. This expectation was promoted not only by the Ministry but also by members of the bar and the judiciary, who continue to support the use of court reporters. These fairness issues and our findings were discussed with the Ministry in late June 1991.               K. Attorney General's Announcement 
       On July 5, 1991 the then Attorney General announced the appointment of a sub-committee of the Attorney General's Justice Reform Advisory Committee. The sub-committee was asked to examine the use of various technologies in making and transcribing court records and the accuracy, cost-effectiveness and needs of the courts throughout British Columbia. A Ministry liaison was appointed to the sub-committee. While the study was underway, contracts with contract reporters were     renewed.       In a letter to contract reporters dated July 5, 1991, the Attorney General announced that the 1990 final Interact Report would be made available to interested parties. The Attorney General also encouraged all users of the court system to make submissions to the sub-committee.         II. TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES 
       On July 5, 1991 our office released an Interim Public Report dealing with the awarding of provincial court transcription service contracts to Omni Script Services Ltd. ("Omni Script'). At that time we advised that the interim report would form part of our final report. The interim report was released because a private 
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company and its principal officer had been specifically named and the complaint had been discussed in the public       arena. Therefore, it was important that this matter be reported on as soon as possible.       The complaints relating to Omni Script arose out of a 1988 Court Services decision to partially eliminate the court recorder position in Provincial Courts and to develop a combined clerk/recorder position. This resulted in the contracting out of transcription services previously done by court recorders for Provincial Courts. The province was divided into regions for transcription service contracting purposes and the complaint specifically referred to the 1988 Omni Script contract for transcription services for the Fraser Valley and Vancouver Provincial Courts (excluding 222 Main Street).        A. The Contract for Provincial Court 
 The complainants believed that the process of awarding the 1988 contract was flawed from the outset because the President of Omni Script, J. Donald Stewart, was a Ministry employee. Prior to becoming President of Omni       Script in January 1989, Mr. Stewart had over 25 years of Court Services experience, including management of the Vancouver Provincial Court, and regional responsibility as the Deputy Regional Director for the Fraser Region.       Our investigation found no evidence that Mr. Stewart had discussions, attended meetings, or had any active involvement in the decision to privatize transcription services for Provincial Courts. Government encouraged employee proposals. Mr. Stewart submitted a bid, and announced his intention to do so very early in the process. He was forthright about his interest. Management considered whether it would be necessary for him to take a leave of absence while the bid was being prepared. This idea was rejected because Mr. Stewart was not working on the bid during government time and was meeting his responsibilities as Deputy Regional Director.       A Privatization Committee was established to review employee proposals and the actual tendering process was done through the Purchasing Commission. Court Services and Purchasing Commission representatives were on the     selection committee. Government Employee Privatization groups were permitted a 5% allowance over the lowest bidder under established guidelines.       Mr. Stewart's proposal was submitted as an employee proposal under the terms of privatization. However, very 
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early in the process, the Privatization Committee decided that the proposal would not be given government employee privatization status because Mr. Stewart's position       was not being privatized; his employees were being privatized. In order to be given employee group status, the majority of shareholders would have to be made up of privatized employees and this condition could not be      satisfied in this case.       Blind bids were not used, as the Committee felt it needed to have relevant information about the bidders in order to establish their knowledge of court transcription and to compare competency of proposed staff. We agree      that it was reasonable for the Committee not to use blind bids in these circumstances. The usual evaluation process was used for all bids. We found no evidence of a flawed process.       The complaint specifically mentioned what was believed to be an irregularity in the process - that a rate ceiling was established, which was not made known to all the bidders. We have been informed that the rate       ceiling was not set at the time of the request for proposals. The Committee wanted to see what bids would be received. The Ministry had decided that the established rate (as set by Regulation) would be the maximum public rate, but the cost that the contractors would charge to       government was open. The Ministry's position was that their costs should not increase with the privatization initiative. Bids ranged widely, and different contracts reflected different prices. We found nothing improper       with this process.       The statistics and other information regarding the new service were available to all interested parties and while Mr. Stewart, due to his experience, likely understood the situation better than others who       submitted proposals, he had no "inside" information as alleged in the complaint.       Mr. Stewart, and others, acknowledged that he had many contacts with people in senior government positions, mainly due to the level of seniority he had reached within the public service. However, it was clear from our review that Omni Script went through appropriate regional      negotiations as each region negotiated the final contracts awarded in 1988. Our investigation found that these negotiations, which covered all operational issues, were rigorous. Many of W. Stewart's proposals were     rejected.         
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B. The Contract for Supreme Court Chambers 
        As previously stated, Court Services introduced audio recording devices to Vancouver Supreme Court Chambers proceedings in September 1990. The contract for transcription was alleged to have been 'given' to Omni       Script. It was alleged that only Omni Script was approached about the contract.       Another committee was established in 1990, and submissions were requested from the two established contract service providers in Vancouver, one of which was Omni Script. Because the volume of work required was unknown, Court Services was unable to identify specific volumes and were unsure of the demand for transcription services. Therefore, Court Services decided to offer an      interim contract to one of the two firms which were at the time qualified by way of addendum to the existing contract. A number of stringent predetermined criteria were used to assess the submissions and the proposals were evaluated against those criteria- The proposal put forward by the other supplier ranked lower in the scoring process. These proposals were reviewed by our office. Based on the information reviewed, this complaint was not substantiated.       About the time this interim contract was awarded to Omni Script, rumours began circulating that family members of a Court Services Director were involved in Omni Script. This involvement was said to range from the manager level to the level of principal of the firm.  This office found no evidence of any such involvement between Court Services officials or their families and Omni Script.         C. Transcription of Supreme Court Civil Trials 
       It was suggested that Omni Script was aware of the planned change in the method of providing services in Supreme Court civil trials before it was announced by the Ministry on April 30, 1991.       It was also suggested that this was proof that Omni Script still had the "inside track' and had used the information to start recruiting and training for the additional transcribing which would be required.       Our investigation revealed that the recommendations upon which the April 30, 1991 decision was made were leaked by a Ministry official in January 1991. The recommendations were common knowledge among those involved 
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with Court Services. In fact, Mr. Stewart acknowledged that he had this information prior to April 30, 1991, but stated that the source of this information was his competitors.         D. Superannuation - Transfer Employer 
       There were questions about whether Mr. Stewart was able to roll over his own superannuation as a negotiated part of Omni Script's 1988 transcribing contract. Our investigation revealed that Mr. Stewart negotiated pension       matters with the Superannuation Commission directly and not with the Ministry as part of Omni Script's transcribing contract.       There were also questions about whether it was a benefit that Mr. Stewart was able to roll over not only his portion of his superannuation but also the government's contributions. Special pension options were implemented in connection with the privatization component of the government restructuring program. These special pension options were open to all persons who ceased to be employed in the public service. The options were:         1. receiving a refund of contributions plus interest          (refund option),       2. leaving the pension contributions in the pension          plan (deposit option), or       3. transferring the value of the pension to a          personal RRSP or other pension plan (transfer          option).        Information was provided in the superannuation pamphlet 'Privatization: Employee Pension Options'. This pamphlet explained the three options in further detail. It was clear that the value of the employer's contributions      could be retained under the transfer option. The value under that option would be equal to at least twice the amount of the employee contributions with interest.       Mr. Stewart negotiated with the Superannuation Commission and Omni Script became a transfer employer. As such it is listed with other transfer employers in the publication 'Public Service Superannuation Plan. The      Superannuation Commission confirmed that Mr. Stewart received no special consideration in obtaining portability. 
      Accordingly, the complaint that Mr. Stewart or Omni Script received benefits which were not available to or 
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obtained by others under the privatization initiative was not substantiated. 
   E. Performance Reviews 
       There were allegedly many complaints about service performance, quality of product and overcharging. The complainants questioned whether the requirement for Performance reviews, contained in the request for proposal      had been met. Our investigation revealed that performance reviews were carried out by the contract manager. Information was solicited from users of the service. Weaknesses and strengths were discussed with Omni Script      during an evaluation of the Fraser Region and Vancouver. A performance review of another transcription service contractor was underway in 1991 and again, weaknesses and strengths were discussed with that supplier. The Ministry is continuing this process.  F. Jury Management System Program 
       The complainants also questioned the awarding of a Jury Management System Program contract by Court Services. Mr. Stewart was involved in the computerization of Provincial Courts and therefore had relevant knowledge       of systems in place. When approached by Court Services, the price offered by Omni Script was significantly less than another price received. Omni Script was awarded the contract. Based on the explanations provided during       our review, this action appeared reasonable.  G.  Conclusion 
       Our investigation of matters relating to Omni Script Services Ltd. and Mr. Stewart's involvement in the process of contracting with the Ministry has led us to conclude that the complaints in this area cannot be substantiated.  III COURT REPORTING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA        A. Introduction 
        All trials in the Supreme Court of British Columbia are recorded. A verbatim record of the proceeding is most often taken down on a stenotype machine by either a staff or a contract reporter. 
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      Until 1984, all court reporters were public servants   They occupied a unique position in the public service. While they were paid a government salary for court reporting, they were permitted to receive additional fees       for reporting private examinations for discovery and preparing both court and examination transcripts during regular work days. We understand that many reporters also spent a great deal of time outside regular hours       producing transcripts.       Court reporters were known as 'Official Court Reporters' and they had, in essence, a monopoly on the private examination for discovery business in the province.       When the government chose to privatize court reporters in 1984, staff reporters with over 10 years of service were given the option to remain in the public service or to take advantage of the contracts which were being offered to other reporters. Those who chose to remain in the public service were assured by the Assistant Deputy Minister that their public service status would not be affected, and their positions and functions would continue.       The staff reporters who kept their public service positions continued a private business called Official Court Reporters (from now on referred to as 'OCR"). This business carried on the private transcript and examination      business prior to privatization, and after, in a similar way as contract reporters. Due to the historical reference to the title of 'Official Court Reporters, the use of this name can be confusing.  B. The Complaints 
       It was alleged that Vancouver staff reporters had not, since at least 1986, attended court for a minimum of eight days per month as required by policy, and that they were using publicly-funded offices and equipment to      run their private examination for discovery/transcript business.       These allegations referred only to the Vancouver staff reporters. However, there are also staff reporters in Victoria, New Westminster, Kelowna and Vernon. In order to conduct a review of the Ministry's overall administrative practices, our office also received information from these centres.       In December 1991 and January 1992, we received further complaints about unfairness in scheduling the 
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courts in Vancouver during September, October, November and December 1991 and improper revenues to the staff       reporters and the staff reporter managers for the preparation of Chambers appeal books. We also investigated a series of complaints involving contract reporters.         C. Scheduling of Court Reporters 
       The first allegation was that since 1986 Vancouver staff reporters were not consistently honouring their obligation to report court at least eight days per month. The second allegation was that Vancouver staff reporters      were receiving preferential assignments.       We reviewed the scheduling functions for specific periods of time. In respect of the first allegation, our review was from January 1990 to June 1991; in respect of the second, we reviewed the four month period from       September to December 1991.       A major observation should be noted here. Because the needs of the courts vary from time to time, different conclusions may have resulted from a review for different periods of time. In order to get an overall analysis      of the scheduling functions in the Vancouver Law Courts, a thorough audit over a longer period of time should be done. In fact, we have been advised that the Office of the Comptroller General is conducting a two year audit of the scheduling functions for court reporters, at the request of the Deputy Attorney General. (The Ministry Audit in 1989, which was referred to earlier, made some recommendations about court reporting, but it did       not review the administrative and scheduling functions). However, our recommendations for immediate restructuring should not be affected by any further auditing of the system.         1. The Eight Day Requirement - January 1, 1990 to 
         June 30, 1991 The eight day obligation is set out          in Court Services policy (April 1985):         Official reporters shall report court at least eight days per month unless supervisory responsibilities prevail. This policy was based on past practice and on the formula negotiated during the privatization process. Staff reporters cannot refuse court assignments or subcontract the eight days to other reporters. It appears, however, that the eight day policy was not widely known within the       Ministry. 
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      Since privatization staff reporters have been considered as back up. At the time of privatization the then Assistant Deputy Minister said: The purpose of retaining a small group of senior employees is to ensure      that administration of reporting services win continue at the same high level and that there is an emergency backup capacity within the Public Service.       Staff reporters are expected to cover court before 9:00 a.m. and for late and weekend sittings. They also cover for contractors who are scheduled for court and are ill or otherwise unavailable and without a replacement.        They must provide additional reporters for court if the scheduler runs out of reporters, which happens from time to time.       In Vancouver, until November, 1989, the staff reporter managers were responsible for scheduling all reporters to court. They advised us that it was not always possible to meet the eight day requirement for staff      reporters, for a variety of reasons. For example, they said that soon after privatization, the Ministry had too many contract reporters available. Staff reporters who were available for court were often not  scheduled, because the Ministry needed to meet the "guaranteed days"       requirement in its contracts.       Therefore, the Ministry set a policy to first schedule "guaranteed days' contractors, second, available staff reporters and, third, 'as and when required' contractors. This was a reasonable decision in the       circumstances. However, it would in some cases result in staff reporters being available for court, but not scheduled.       Another example occurred in September, 1990, just after the merger of the Supreme and County Courts. The merger did not initially create as great a demand for court reporters as expected. Court Services again found that they had a surplus of contractors. The Branch was aware of the surplus problem and was reviewing this prior to our involvement.       These examples demonstrate that it is not always possible to accurately predict the needs of the courts. However, there have been problems associated with the actual availability of staff reporters. Until March,       1991, the pool of available staff reporters was not determined until the morning a court was scheduled to sit. However, the pool of available contract reporters was normally determined three months in advance, and specific assignments were made on the morning of the trial. It was 
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very difficult to determine the actual number of days assigned to Vancouver staff reporters for the period from January 1990 to June 1991.        We received statistics for the Vancouver staff reporters which the initial complainants had obtained from a review of the morning court lists. We found that these were not reliable because changes were made throughout      the court day which were not recorded on the morning lists. Further, these lists did not show when staff reporters were available but not scheduled, scheduled to report a matter which was then cancelled and removed from the morning list before it was released, or available for after hours coverage or to perform other duties, such as Ministry support staff relief. During our investigation, we requested information from staff reporters about the       actual scheduled court days dating back to January 1990. We received statistics from some individual staff reporters, the staff reporter managers, the scheduler, and from the morning and final court lists.       The Vancouver staff reporters' blue book or diary was available and filled in by various people throughout the day, and after the fact, due to the various and changing needs of the courts. This record did not show those staff reporters who were available but not required and therefore not scheduled.        The original complaint and the data supplied by the complainants was based on 16 Vancouver staff reporters reporting the courts monthly when in fact only 13 staff reporters were reporting the courts. One staff reporter was seconded to other duties and the two staff reporter managers were assigned supervisory responsibilities and did not report the courts at all during  the time frame we investigated. The complaint did not take into consideration sick leave, other leave time or holiday time, which was considerable. As such, the conclusion made by the complainants that the Vancouver staff reporters reported on average 2.82 days per month was not accurate.       The data from the other sources reviewed for the Vancouver region did not support the information given to us by the complainants, but did indicate that the Vancouver staff reporters were reporting court less than eight days per month. In one randomly chosen month (March 1991) the total court days reported by Vancouver staff reporters was 51 days (morning court lists), 65 days (final court list), 81 days (the scheduler), and 84 days      (the staff reporters and staff reporter managers) . When 
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divided between the 13 staff reporters, the court days per month, per staff reporter, without considering any holiday or sick time were 3.1 days, 5 days, 6.2 days, and 6.4 days respectively. Data that could be collected in the New Westminster, Interior and Victoria regions was incomplete.       However, the court reporters and schedulers in those regions told us that they were quite confident that the eight day requirement had been met.       Based on the records available, we could not make a clear determination about how many days in court per month were reported by staff reporters during this time period. Clearly, there is a need for better and standardized recording methods in all regions.       It was also not clear what constituted a "day in court". It appears that a staff reporter could be credited with a day in court where that reporter was available for court, regardless of whether or not he or she was actually scheduled and used. This should be clarified and Consistently applied.       These matters were brought to the Ministry's attention in November 1991. They agreed to ensure that standardized records will be kept in the future, utilizing more advanced technology, and that policies would be      established. The staff reporters have requested that the scheduling process be computerized.  
This Madame Court Reporter/Diana COMMENT:  After Ombudsman Dulcie’s 
1992 report, Court Services Letter .. 

DATED: 25 August 1995,  addressed  
TO: DIANA  
FR: CHAIR R. FISHER for Victoria Court Services Select.  
Diana quoting R. Fisher: “use of technology is beyond the scope of the 
current competition. Most court reporters working in the field do not have 
expertise you profess to have with technology. Information management 
skills, or at least those involving technology, can and should be excluded 
from consideration in current competitions for court reporter positions 
because these skills are not presently a requirement to be able to fully 
carry out the duties of the position. The principle of merit requires that 
we assess candidates by their knowledge”;  
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      2. Assignments - September 1, 1991 to December 31, 
        1991 (Vancouver only) By September 1, 1991, 15          staff reporters were available for assignments.              Further concerns were presented to our office that Vancouver staff reporters were not always meeting the eight day requirement between September 1, 1991 and December 31, 1991. More particularly, the complaints       involved the process of assigning reporters to courts. It was alleged that staff reporter assignments were more often for standby or short matters.        This resulted in staff reporters receiving abbreviated court days, which gave them more time to conduct their private business.       We conducted an extensive review of the manner of scheduling and assigning courts during this period of time. By September 20, 1991, a new independent scheduler commenced his duties and was primarily responsible      for all scheduling matters.       Our findings are that the 15 staff reporters were each available for court assignment eight days per month and were on the daily list of all reporters available for court. By this time, the court reporter managers were providing more timely information about the pool of available for court staff reporters.       We compared the actual court list with the list of available reporters. We reviewed the morning court lists, the final court lists, the staff reporter managers' monthly court lists for contractors and staff reporters, and the civil and criminal trial lists for September through December 1991, for all staff and contract reporters. We also reviewed the staff reporters' examination for discovery appointment book, and their       daily examination schedule.       We found that staff reporters received considerably more assignments to standby or short matters than those received by contractors during this four month period. Further, the documents we reviewed showed that staff     reporters did a court standby or short assignment and an examination for discovery on the same day a significant number of times between September I and December 31, 1991. We did not examine the records of contract reporters. However, we were advised by many of them that they generally do not have the ability to benefit from this practice, mainly because they do not conduct a large portion of their examinations at the Vancouver Law       Courts. 
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      Because they must be "on call" until 11: 00 am., it is difficult to organize their examination business around this requirement.       We have therefore concluded that the Vancouver staff reporters have an advantage over contract reporters in the examination for discovery business. There appear to be two reasons for this:        (a) they have in fact received more short assignments, at least during the four month period we reviewed, and       (b) only Vancouver staff reporters are able to regularly conduct examinations on scheduled court days where they are not needed for either a full or partial day. However, we found no evidence that the staff reporters or their managers sought to influence the scheduler in order to seek preferential treatment. And it should also be recognized that there are some types of work which staff reporters are not able to do, such as private arbitrations or administrative tribunal hearings. A contract reporter's ability to compete for this kind of work may in some cases equalize the advantage the staff reporters have in the examination business.         3. Independent Scheduler Scheduling and distribution 
of court assignments are important issues for all court reporters. The volume of assignments is high. In order to       function properly any system must have the acceptance of those whose interests are affected. The key to acceptance is an independent, autonomous scheduler who has no stake in the assignments. A scheduling system which is seen to have clear policy, and which is independent will assist Court Services to gain that acceptance. The Ministry responded to our November 1991 draft report by advising us that it would carefully review its policy in this area.       As previously stated, there are profitable and unprofitable court assignments. It is unclear whether anyone can predict if an assignment will result in transcript work. The Ministry advised us that, in the vast       majority of cases, it is difficult for anyone to accurately predict whether a transcript will be requested. Cases can collapse, trials can continue for much longer than they were scheduled and appeals are not predictable. The exception is high profile cases where there is a       significant likelihood that the trial will continue for some time and transcript work, if requested, would be significant. 
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      In areas of the province other than Vancouver there did not appear to be a concern over the independence of the schedulers. We found that in these regions Court Services staff were involved in the scheduling process and       did not have a reporting relationship with the court reporters.       In Vancouver, the staff reporter managers were responsible for the scheduling until November 1989. Then, in response to complaints from contract reporters, an independent scheduler position was created. This position was initially filled on a temporary basis, until it could be classified and posted. The scheduler was not a court reporter and did not report to or take direction from the staff reporter managers. She reported to the Deputy Director of the Vancouver Law Courts.       The scheduler's role was to ensure the fair and equitable distribution of court assignments to contract and staff reporters. This person was in fact seen by all court reporters as being independent. Generally, staff and contract reporters were of the view that the independent scheduler system was working well between November 1989 and June 1991. Unfortunately, the position was initially not extended after June 30, 1991.       A major problem identified during the time from November 1989 to March 1991 was the short notice given by the staff reporter managers to the scheduler about which staff reporters were available for court. The staff reporter managers supplied a list of the available staff reporters to the scheduler each morning. The scheduler advised us that this information was of very limited value to her when provided so late in the process. By the time she received this information, she had usually completed her list, notified the "guaranteed days" and "as and when' contractors and made most of the assignments for the day. She said that she would often have to add the available staff reporters to the standby list.       The examination for discovery list for the staff reporters is set and confirmed the day before. Reporters are assigned to examinations the following morning. Therefore, the fact that the Pool of staff reporters available for court was also determined by the staff reporter managers the following morning created a very real perception that their availability for court depended on how many examinations for discovery were proceeding on that day.       It appears that another result of this practice was that many more "as and when" contractors were used and 
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paid for by the Ministry when staff reporters could have been used instead.        In March 1991, the staff reporter managers began to provide the scheduler with advance lists of available staff reporters - one manager was providing a one-week list and the other a one-month list. This was an improvement. In June, the scheduler began to cancel the 'as and whey contractors. In September, both managers were providing one-month lists.       The Ministry advised us that contract reporters are initially scheduled into court three months in advance. A copy of the scheduling list is sent to scheduled contract reporters. On the morning of the trial reporters are   assigned to specific courts. This assignment occurs within the first hour of the day. If, for example, a court is then cancelled, and a contract reporter is not used, he or she is required to remain "on call" in case further needs arise during the day.       There appears to be no valid reason why Vancouver staff reporters should not be scheduled in the same way. The staff reporter managers have agreed that all reporters should be scheduled at the same time in advance.        In response to our 1991 draft report, the Ministry agreed that it would maintain an independent scheduler in the Vancouver Law Courts and review the need for this type of a position in other regions of the province.       The Vancouver scheduler's position was temporarily filled by another individual in September 1991. We were advised that the Ministry then had the position classified and posted for an inservice competition. This was held and the person who had filled the position temporarily was successful in the competition. The scheduler reports to the Manager of Court Clerks.       There were also allegations that the staff reporter managers were involved in scheduling the Courts between September 1, 1991 and December 31, 1991, and had influenced the assignments.       The managers were involved in the scheduling to some degree. The individual who became the scheduler did not begin performing his duties until September 20, 1991. Between July 1, 1991 and September 20, 1991, scheduling duties were done by a staff reporter manager. At the beginning of the new scheduler's term, he was being trained and assisted by the managers. They advised us that while they tried to maintain distance from the scheduling, 
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there were matters which from time to time required their assistance. We found no evidence that the managers had improperly influenced the assignments and accordingly, that allegation was not substantiated.       In November 1988, the Justice Reform Committee identified a number of problems with the court reporting system It recommended that all court reporters should be managed by a "Chief Reporter", who would have several responsibilities, including assignments to court, discipline, and ensuring continuity. At that time, the management at the Vancouver Law Courts considered that the Regional Director performed the role of Chief Reporter. Further, the management has attempted to delegate these tasks to several people - the staff reporter managers and the independent scheduler. Despite these attempts to deal with the problems of managing a two-tiered system of contractors and staff, there remains a General perception by many contract reporters that the system works unfairly.                D. The 'Subsidy' Issue   1. Remuneration 
       In 1984, staff reporters were paid an annual salary by the Ministry of approximately $23,000.00 (when calculated this was a rate of $240.00 for each of the court days required). This was roughly equivalent to the per diem rate contained in the privatized reporters' contracts. This salary has increased over the years, and staff reporters are now paid approximately $29,000.00 annually ($302.00 for each court day). They also receive public service benefits such as paid vacation, dental plan, office space, telephone service, some support staff services, stenotype and office supplies. In addition, they operate a private examination for discovery business out of their offices. It therefore appears that the overhead costs for their private business are less than the overhead costs of the contract reporters, who do not receive these public service benefits. While data was not collected on this point, this seemed apparent. (The Ministry advised us that a high speed photocopier and paper is provided at the Vancouver Court Registry for contractors to make copies of files for appeal book purposes. The use of the copier is provided at no cost to contract reporters. However, this benefit is also provided to the staff reporters, who are given an additional high speed photocopier and paper for all of their work.) 
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      In August, 1991, the BCSRA reported that while contracts at the $250.00 per them rate remained, the majority remained at the $200.00 rate notwithstanding that these contract reporters by then had an additional seven years experience. The fact that staff reporter salaries have increased since 1984 and contract rates have not, has added to the imbalance between staff and contract reporters. Contractors generally believe that staff reporters have a competitive advantage over contract       reporters because they receive a higher per them rate, plus benefits. As a result of this, they say that staff reporters are able to underbid contract reporters in the private sector. They believe that this advantage is maintained and subsidized by the public and that this is unfair.       It is clear that staff reporters now receive a higher per[diem] rate (with additional benefits) than contract reporters, due to the fact that their salaries have increased and the contract rates have not. We have found that this does give staff reporters an advantage, which is derived from their public service positions.       The issue of fees was discussed in 1984, at the time of privatization. A BCSRA brief dated December 1989, states:        Transcript fees increased in 1984 due to privatization. This increase was necessary to cover overhead expenses previously supplied by government.       While the increase was seen as a supplement for contract reporters, it also applied to fees charged by staff reporters.       The staff reporters are not responsible for creating the imbalance. Legal counsel for the Vancouver staff reporters made the following submission to us:        At the time of privatization, my clients were assured that the status quo would be preserved. That has been the case and they have received no benefits that they did not have in 1984. It would be most unfair to take away what benefits they do have, given that their career choices in 1984 were based upon assurances that those benefits would remain intact.       Regardless of the cause, this imbalance should be corrected, as long as the present system is continued. Contract reporters have not received equal treatment from the Ministry. A public service benefit which allows an employee to gain a private advantage is, in our view, a form of indirect subsidy.   
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      2. Private Examination for Discovery/Transcript          Business  a) Practice  
      After privatization, there was no longer a monopoly on the examination for discovery business. Law firms now choose the reporters they want to provide the service, and there is direct competition between staff, contract and independent reporters for this work. In some of the more lengthy examinations for discovery, reporters are asked to bid on the fees.       As stated previously, many contract reporters believe that Vancouver staff reporters have an advantage because they have been available for more examinations for discovery. By allowing this practice, it is alleged that the Ministry is indirectly subsidizing the OCR business.  
      In Vancouver, staff reporters have been able in the same day to report 10:00 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 11:00 a.m. or 2:00 p.m. examinations for discovery if they conclude their court room assignments. Staff reporters in Kelowna, Vernon, New Westminster and Victoria, when scheduled for a day in court, are not available that day for examinations for discovery. Similarly, contract reporters do not normally conduct examinations due to the 'on call' requirement. Vancouver staff reporters do this because, they say, they are able to remain "on call" and still report examinations in the Vancouver Law Courts building. They say they can, and have, been pulled from examinations if they are later required in court. Further, there is a greater demand in Vancouver.       While we understand that the Vancouver staff reporters have always been able to conduct examinations when their court assignments are finished or cancelled, staff reporters in other locations, and contractors are not able to regularly conduct their examination business this way. It is this office's opinion that all reporters should be subject to the same rules of practice. The Ministry should consider developing a policy which would prohibit any reporter from conducting examinations for discovery on a scheduled court day. Government is paying these people to be available for court. If they are not required, they should be free to conduct other business which does not have the potential to interfere with their availability for court. The scheduler or other Ministry 
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staff should not have to interrupt an examination for discovery if a reporter is needed.        This affects other lawyers and litigants. It should be remembered that this would only apply for eight days per month for each reporter. On all other days, they are free to conduct their examination business as they see fit.       We concluded earlier that the staff reporters have an advantage over contract reporters in the examination business. We also conclude that the advantage is derived from their public service positions. Therefore, by allowing this practice, it can be said that the Ministry is indirectly subsidizing the OCR's private business.        b) System For Booking Examinations For Discovery and 
Support Staff Bookings for examinations for discovery in Vancouver for September through December 1991 were taken in numbers which exceeded the entire OCR complement. This is commonly done because there is a very high cancellation rate. Prior to the scheduled day, a list of the remaining examinations is typed, and the bookings are confirmed.       We were told that the goal of the OCR is to keep the private business to 12 examinations per day for the 15 staff reporters and the two staff reporter managers. They say that this is difficult to achieve due to the cancellation rate.       Sometimes the OCR cannot be available to cover the numbers of examinations booked. In those circumstances they request the service of other private firms and reporters. The records showed that this occurred on 79 occasions between September 1 and December 31, 1991.       On three occasions between September 1 and December 31, 1991, contract reporters who were scheduled for and paid by the Ministry for a court day, also covered examinations for discovery which had been overbooked by the OCR. The staff reporter managers advised that this should not normally happen without their approval.        We found that there are different systems throughout the province for booking examinations for discovery for staff reporters. For Victoria, the Okanagan and the New Westminster regions the booking systems were separated from the staff reporter's public service position.       The amount of government support staff for staff reporters also varies from region to region. The Ministry advised that in Vancouver there are four employees whose primary duties relate to court reporting. We were advised 
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that these employees answer phones for the staff reporters in respect of both public and private business, book examinations for discovery, type daily examination for discovery lists, and telephone and confirm examination appointments.       In New Westminster and Victoria, no support staff are presently provided. In Kelowna and Vernon there is some part-time assistance. In Victoria, New Westminster, and Kelowna staff reporters have their own answering machines which are used to take messages for booking examinations for discovery.        The staff reporters answer their own calls when they are available, and schedule their own examinations. Two business telephone numbers for the Official Court Reporters are listed in the government directory under the heading "Official Court Reporters - Appointments for examinations only", with the name of the Ministry clerk who arranges the private business appointments for Vancouver staff reporters. In other regions, no private business telephone numbers are listed under "court reporter" in the government directory.       The working conditions for staff reporters in each region of the province should be standardized and equalized. The Ministry has agreed to review this.         c) Examinations conducted by the Staff Reporter          Managers (Vancouver) 
       The staff reporter managers are qualified court reporters. They used to report the courts, but Court Services management, after receiving complaints from court reporters, agreed that this created a conflict with    their scheduling responsibilities. Therefore, since approximately 1986, the managers have not reported the courts. They do report and transcribe examinations for discovery. It was alleged that each manager is assigned one or two examinations for discovery each day, and as such they are not available to perform their government management responsibilities       A review of the September through December 1991 records show that each manager reported between ten and eighteen examinations for discovery in each month. On eighteen days in 1991, one manager took both morning and afternoon examinations on the same day, and the other manager did the same on twelve days. There were times when both managers were reporting examinations at the same time. 
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      Our office was advised by the staff reporter managers and by Court Services management that each manager spends approximately 30 hours per month in examinations for discovery. It was their view that this did not affect their ability to perform their government management responsibilities. They advised us that both managers could be interrupted during examinations if necessary.       It was our observation that this situation created difficulties in management. There was a perception by other staff members that the managers were not always available. This perception can only be corrected if at least one manager is readily available at all times. In our view, other staff members should not have to interrupt an examination in order to speak with a manager.         d) Vancouver Law Courts Hearing Rooms 
       The Vancouver Law Courts provides 25 hearing rooms for examinations for discovery and assumes the administrative costs for booking and billing the rooms. Policy was established in 1985 to ensure reasonable access to the rooms for lawyers, staff reporters, contract reporters and independent firms. The ratio between staff and contractor was to be applied to the number of rooms.       In 1987 the Director of the Vancouver Law Courts called a meeting with a number of contract reporters to discuss the use of the examination rooms.        It was agreed that 10 hearing rooms would be available for staff reporters. We found that the practice was consistent with this.       In our view, the 1985 policy, which applied a ratio, was based on sound fairness principles. With this in mind, the subsequent agreement should be reviewed.       The Ministry charges a $25.00 daily fee for the use of a hearing room. This fee is payable by the OCR and any other firm or reporter who uses these rooms. We were told that some private reporters pass this cost on to the lawyers while others assume the cost.       Ministry support staff handle the room bookings for the OCR and private reporters, and the staff reporter managers have responsibility to monitor the use of hearing rooms, and to ensure that the users are billed for use of the rooms. The book which contains this information is normally kept at the staff reporters' front desk. Accordingly, the staff reporters and their managers have access to information about the examinations booked for 
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private reporters. The information relates to booking time, reporter's name or firm name, lawyers and law firm names and litigants names. We were told by private reporters that the book is not readily available to them.        The OCR advised us that they do not wish to have access to information which is not also accessible to private reporters.       There appears to be no reason to restrict access to this type of information. Booking information about both private and staff reporters should be recorded consistently and publicly available.   D. Chambers. Appeal Books 
       There were further complaints that the OCR received revenues for the preparation of Chambers Appeal books which were inappropriate because it did not perform any services which would justify such payments. It was   alleged that the staff reporter managers each received 10% of the gross revenues of Chamber's appeal book receipts, and that the rest of the staff reporters also received revenues for this work, which was performed mainly by one employee of the OCR. 
      There are two types of books used on an appeal. The blue "appeal book" contains pleadings, exhibits, affidavits, orders, judgements and the notice of appeal The red book is the "transcript" of the evidence led at trial which is prepared by reporters in Supreme Court.       Usually, there is no transcript prepared for a Chambers appeal because evidence is not led in Chambers matters. Transcripts will be prepared, for example, where a matter is appealed from the Provincial Court. However, because proceedings in Provincial Court are recorded, court reporters are not involved in the production of these transcripts. For these Chambers appeals, the OCR are involved in providing copies of the transcript with     the order.       Chambers appeal books are also known as "walk-in appeal books". In Vancouver, an Appeal Book Order Form is available at the Court of Appeal registry. This form directs the order to the Official Court Reporters.       We were advised that the form was designed before privatization, when all court reporters were known as Official Court Reporters. It has never been changed.       Assigning production of Chambers appeal books requires a check of the Chambers sheets to ascertain who 
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prepared the Chambers judgement. If no court reporters were involved in preparing the judgement, the order is directed by the staff reporter managers to the OCR. An OCR employee photocopies, numbers and does appropriate margins on the photocopy of the documents.       The staff reporter management positions include a General responsibility to supervise the production of appeal books. It therefore appears that compensation for this service is provided by the Ministry through the managers' government salary. However, the system of supervising appeal books and transcripts which have been transcribed by court reporters is  quite different from that of supervising Chambers appeal books. We were advised by the staff reporter managers that it had always been their understanding that supervision of Chambers appeal books was not a service provided by government. The OCR provide this service because, they say, no one else is interested in doing this work. They also advised us that it was an internal decision of the OCR that the managers receive a fee each for their supervision       It was not clear to us what duties the staff reporter managers performed in respect of the preparation of Chambers Appeal books. With the exception of obtaining and directing the initial order, it appears that one OCR employee had the responsibility to prepare the books and ensure that the appropriate standards were met.       Fees for this service are not regulated. They are established by those who do the work; in this case by the OCR, who charge the same rate as the maximum set for regular appeal books. The fees are paid to the OCR, which distributes a percentage to the staff reporter managers, a price for the work of the main employee, office expenses and a remaining amount to the OCR business. It appears to us that the fees charged for this service are much higher than they ought to be. Government is providing much of the company's overhead costs and in addition, the Ministry is charged fees for appeal books which are prepared in cases where the government is a party to the action or where a copy is requested. The result is that the Ministry is paying twice, in respect of the portion of the fees which relate to overhead expenses.       The OCR has essentially monopolized this service since privatization. The OCR agree that others interested in producing Chambers appeal books should be given the opportunity. It was agreed that a practical solution would be to amend the order form so that those who wished to compete for the business could have their names included 
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on the form. In our opinion the form should also clearly state that all those listed are private individuals or private businesses. The form should not be directed to staff managers for processing but rather to the Court Registry, where the documents are held. The Ministry has advised us that the form is presently being amended to reflect this.       A change in the form will make Chambers appeal book production available to all and should result in fair competition. Hopefully, this will have an affect on prices. If not, the Ministry should consider regulating these fees.       Alternatively, this service could be provided by the Ministry. It already covers a significant portion of the cost, yet receives no part of the Fees.          E. Conflict Of Interest 
       Contract reporters strongly perceive that the staff reporter managers are in a conflict of interest. They say that their private business interests interfere with many of the duties they perform as part of their government positions. Many contractors advised us that they never understood why this conflict has been allowed to exist.       Staff reporters are also strongly perceived to be in a conflict of interest because they are part of the same private business and have similar business interests as the staff reporter managers. Staff reporters in competition with contract reporters for the private business are seen to be receiving a benefit as a result of their association with the staff  reporter managers.       Staff reporter managers and staff reporters are public service employees and as such are subject to personnel management policies, procedures and directives dealing with conflicts of interest and outside remuneration.        The Ministry advised us that personnel management directives which existed in 1984, when privatization was implemented, did not conflict with the staff reporting system- However, directives which are presently in force (dated 1987) state in part:         Conflicts of interest include situations: where an employee's private affairs or financial interests are in conflict with his/her duties, responsibilities and obligations or result in a public perception that a conflict exists; which could impair the employee's ability 
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to act in the public interest; or  where an employee's actions would compromise or undermine the trust which the public places in the public service.       Employees may engage in remunerative employment with another employer, carry on a business, or receive remuneration from public funds for activities outside their position provided that:        - it does not interfere with the performance of         their duties as a public servant;       - it does not bring the government into disrepute;       - it does not represent a conflict of interest         (refer to Conflict of Interest section of this         policy);       - they do not have an advantage derived from their         employment as a public servant;       - it is not performed in such a way as to appear to         be an official act or to represent government         opinion or policy;       - it does not involve the use of government         premises, services, equipment or supplies to         which they have access by virtue of their public         service employment.        In our opinion, it is clear that at a minimum, there is a public perception that the staff reporter managers, and the staff reporters to a lesser extent, are in a conflict of interest, due to the inherent structure of the present system. They are continually placed in a position where their private business interests may be in conflict with their public responsibilities. The remuneration they receive from their private business clearly involves the use of government premises, services, equipment or supplies to which they have access by virtue of their public service employment. We have found that they have some advantage over contract reporters in the examination for discovery business, and this advantage is derived from the public services benefits they receive.      F. Complaints involving contract reporters 
       In addition to the more General issues discussed above, we received numerous complaints which involved contract reporters. We reviewed these complaints carefully, because it was our view that these matters needed to be aired publicly.   
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1. Alleged Association Between Staff and Contract Reporters. There was an allegation by some contractors that there was and continues to be a connection between the OCR and a firm known as United Reporting Ltd. (United). This allegation is an indicator of how much conflict has existed between various groups of contractors for the past six years. It surfaced in 1984, and appears to be based on several incidents.        On August 31, 1984 a notice was sent by Official Court Reporters to members of the legal profession about privatization of court reporters.         The memo stated in part:        We anticipate very little change in the operation of the Vancouver Office. Approximately 55 - 60 reporters will be staying together, comprising both staff reporters and contract reporters.        Further suspicion was raised in a March 1, 1985 letter to Court Services from a private law firm representing a privatized court reporter which stated that:        ... the reporters who are remaining as public servants were intending to share a computer for accounting and booking purposes with one of the private groups.        Neither of these events ever took place. The Assistant Deputy Minister at the time confirmed that the public servants would, under no circumstances, have any connection with any of the private groups.       Policy was put into place in April 1985 which stated that: The Court Services Branch should ensure that no formal association is struck between private sector reporters and public sector reporters with respect to the carrying out of examinations for discovery.       Suspicions were also raised by another allegation, which concerned the use of a photocopy machine by United. The machine had been one of two copiers which, before privatization, belonged to all official court reporters.        When their numbers were reduced in 1984, the OCR returned one machine to the supplier. Our office was advised that United took over the lease for this machine.       During the transition period after privatization, from September 1984 until March 1985, we understand that many of the requests for reporters for examinations for 
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discovery continued to come to the Vancouver Law Courts. These requests were directed to the OCR. As privatization had reduced the number of staff reporters significantly, those remaining could not handle all of these requests. Most of the examination business which was overbooked by the OCR during the transition period was given to     United. More recently, between September 1 and December 31, 1991, approximately 45% of overbooked examinations were covered by United.        However, because United is the largest firm, this may not be unusual.  While we did observe that the OCR has referred some examination business to United, we did not find that there was a formal association between them. Accordingly, this complaint was not substantiated.  2. Daily Transcript Assignments 
       Since privatization contract reporters have repeatedly complained to the Ministry about the fairness of assignments for both staff and contract reporters. There has been a belief that profitable court assignments were repeatedly being assigned to some contract reporters and not to others.        Profitable court assignments are those where there is a strong likelihood that a transcript will be ordered. Transcript fees can amount to substantial remuneration over the course of a year for a reporter.        Estimates for transcript fees paid annually to individual reporters vary widely and can, we were advised, double a contract reporter's income.        Court assignments where there is little likelihood that a transcript will be ordered are obviously less desirous. A recurring concern was that United received a disproportionate share of profitable court assignments, particularly during October, November and December, 1991, where many daily transcripts were ordered.       The monthly contractor court record lists approximately 110 contractors (40 "guaranteed day" contractors and 70 "as and when required" contractors) and 15 staff reporters as being available during the time when the cases were scheduled. Of the 110 contracts, United reporters held 24 contracts.       We reviewed the court assignments which were the subject of the complaints. A particularly lengthy matter was scheduled in October, November and December 1991. We were advised that the Court had specifically requested that United report the entire trial Court Services met 
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this request. This information was not communicated to other contractors. This lack of communication contributed to the perception of unfairness, and provided some contractors with what they believed was further support that United was receiving special consideration.       During October, November and December 1991 United received 26 of the 54 assignments in eight other cases. Clearly, the scheduling system did not result in the even distribution of these potentially lucrative assignments. However, it is important to examine the reasons why   situations such as this occur.       We were told that there are many considerations in scheduling the Courts, which include:          - the changing needs of the Court,         - the scheduler's familiarity with and ability to          deal with the system,         - late notice or no notice of court cancellations,           short notice of court convening,         - special requests by the Court for specific firms          or reporters because of their knowledge of the          case or specific reporting expertise,        - requests from the Court for reporters to read back       testimony to a jury which may have been recorded       days or weeks before,       - monthly court sittings increasing or decreasing,     - limits on the number of different reporters on a       specific case for continuity, and      - keeping a balance in the number of days a reporter       is assigned so as to provide a reasonable       expectation that if a transcript is required that       individual reporters can produce it within a       reasonable period of time,      - reporters' abilities or preferences,      - medical certificates excusing reporters from       specific types of assignments          (e.g., jury trials),          holidays and sick days,          sub-contracting provisions,          contractors' schedules,      - ability to supply "as and when required" contractors       when called,     - having too many or too few reporters on a given       day,     - seniority of "as and when required" contractors.         
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Because United holds the largest percentage of contracts, contract reporters with this firm are seen on the court lists more often than other contract reporters. It usually has on any given day, an unassigned contract reporter. Therefore, the scheduler can usually rely on it to provide a court reporter on short notice. United is also able to provide the consistency required for longer trials. Accordingly, this complaint has not been substantiated.  3. Standby Assignment Complaint 
       Concerns were also raised about the scheduling of a specific "guaranteed days" contractor. It was alleged that during October and November 1991 the contractor had on five occasions been assigned to a standby position. This meant that for each day, a fee of $250.00 was paid by the Ministry whether or not the reporter was used.       A review of the daily court list does confirm that the reporter was on standby on the dates in question. However, a review of the work sheets leading up to the daily court list shows that on two days in October 1991, this reporter was assigned to third and second standby, and on three days in November 1991, this reporter was initially assigned to a 10 am- civil matter which was cancelled, and was thereafter placed on standby.       Being placed on standby after a court case is cancelled is usual practice. We understand that it is not usual practice for a guaranteed days contractor to be placed initially on standby, but on occasion mistakes have been made. In this matter, the reporter remained at the court house until excused on all five days, as required.          4. Contractor Seniority List 
       A number of reporters complained that junior "as and when required" contractors with a different firm received more assignments for a particular court case in November and December 1991 than other contractors. Court Services advised us that the trial in question required an R.T.T. (real time) reporter.      We were also advised that very few reporters can provide this service. The trial involved technical medical terminology. The contractors assigned to the trial reported the examinations for discovery, were correctly formatted, and had a dictionary in place for the 
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terminology. Further, the Court requested that the same reporters be assigned to the trial Unfortunately, Ministry staff did not communicate these factors to all contractors.       In the fall of 1991 there were a series of meetings between Court Services and the BCSRA in response to concerns that junior "'as and when required" contractors were getting a disproportionate share of profitable court assignments. An "'as and when required" contractor eniority list for scheduling purposes was proposed and ratified. This list has been used for scheduling purposes since January 1992 and will hopefully deal with some of these recurring scheduling concerns.    G. Recommendations 
       The basic two-tiered system for court reporting was negotiated and accepted by contract and staff reporters in 1984. (We refer to it as a two-tiered system only on the basis that there are two basic types of reporters. We recognize that within the group of contractors that there are a variety of different types of contracts and terms of remuneration.)        At that time there were some inequities. With the passage of time, further problems and inequities have developed. Staff reporters did not cause all of these problems and inequities. However, they have become the target of much of the dissatisfaction, mainly because it is perceived, and we have found that it is the case, that they receive more benefits than contract reporters. We have also found that they have an advantage over contract reporters in respect of the conduct of examinations for discovery.        Finally, the staff reporter managers are in the centre of a system which continually places them in a conflict between their public duties and their private interests.       Disputes and complaints are common in systems. A healthy system will develop procedures and resolve disputes in a fair and timely manner. The same concerns have been expressed many times during the nearly eight years the two-tiered system has existed. The Ministry has repeatedly attempted to resolve these matters, with little success.       Varied and conflicting solutions for problems inherent in the two-tiered system were suggested by many 
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of those interviewed by our office. There was no consensus among any group. We reviewed several options with the Ministry in late 1991. The Ministry has told us that it is committed to reviewing the present system with a view to eliminating the inequities identified and improving efficiency and accountability.       The Ministry does not believe it is appropriate to embark on any significant program changes until the recommendations of the sub-committee of the Justice Reform Advisory Committee have been fully considered.        However, we have concluded that there are a number of important changes which should be implemented immediately.  
 
       1. We recommend that immediate restructuring is necessary to deal with the issues of unfairness and conflict of interest which have been identified in this report. Therefore we recommend that Court Services reorganize the management of the present system by creating the position of Chief Court Reporter [highlight 
by diana] who would report directly to the Director of the Vancouver Law Courts.       This person would not report the courts or examinations for discovery and would not be involved in any private business. The Chief Court Reporter would be responsible for the management of all reporters who report the courts, in place of the two current positions. For example, he or she would be responsible to:            - assign all reporters to courts;           - set and maintain standards, and supervise the            production of all appeal books and transcripts,            including Chambers appeal books;           - ensure that reporters are present in court when            and where required;           - ensure a proper level of continuity of court            reporting;           - discipline court reporters where necessary;           - provide access to court files for reporters.         It is our observation that the present management structure in Vancouver has too many inherent problems. The duties and responsibilities outlined above should not be split among several managers or delegated to less senior employees.   
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      2. We recommend that the Ministry establish policy        a) to ensure that record keeping is standardized in          all regions, and       b) as to what constitutes a "day in court" for all          reporters.        The Ministry has agreed to conduct this review and establish the required policy as recommended.   4. We recommend that all reporters should be scheduled for court in the same way. A list of available staff reporters should be prepared three months in advance, in the same way as contract reporters are presently scheduled. The scheduler would then ham[have] in advance, a proper pool of available reporters from which he or she could make assignments  
       4. We recommend that the Ministry take the necessary steps to equalize the benefits received by all reporters, taking into consideration issues of seniority, experience and service quality         5. We recommend that all reporters should be subject to the same rules of practice. The Ministry should consider developing a policy which would prohibit any reporter from conducting an examination for discovery on a day in which he or she is scheduled for court. This should be done in consultation with both staff and contract reporters.  
This Madame Court Reporter/Diana COMMENT: this not an issue in an 
accountable model of court reporting an accountable model of court 
reporting  http://www.dianagiesbrecht.com/work.html         6. We recommend that the working conditions for staff reporters in each region of the province be standardized and equalized, taking into consideration the heavier demands in Vancouver. The Ministry has agreed to review this.   
This Madame Court Reporter/Diana COMMENT: this not an issue in an 
accountable model of court reporting an accountable model of court 
reporting  http://www.dianagiesbrecht.com/work.html  
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      7. We recommend that the Ministry review its current policy and practice to ensure that both staff and private reporters have fair access to the discovery hearing rooms at the Vancouver law Courts. It should also ensure that information supplied by all individuals to book the hearing rooms is publicly available.   
This Madame Court Reporter/Diana COMMENT: this not an issue in an 
accountable model of court reporting an accountable model of court 
reporting  http://www.dianagiesbrecht.com/work.html        8. We recommend that the Ministry review the current system and fee structure for the preparation of Chambers appeal books. The service should be provided either by government or by private firms or individuals.        Supervision should be provided by the Chief Court Reporter referred to in Recommendation #1.   
This Madame Court Reporter/Diana COMMENT: This is a non issue in an 
accountable model of court reporting http://www.dianagiesbrecht.com/work.html  A chief reporter can implement accountability in the delivery of court reporting 
services in and outside CRIMINAL & CIVIL courts and boardrooms.        9. We recommend that the private business operated by the OCR be severed from the public service provided by the present complement of staff reporters in Vancouver. The Ministry should negotiate with the OCR for a fair remuneration for the company's use of office Space, equipment and support staff in the Vancouver Law Courts. The Ministry has agreed to review this matter.   
       10. We recommend that the Ministry reconsider its policy of allowing a private business to be operated by public servants using public facilities.   
This Madame Court Reporter/Diana COMMENT: This is not an issue in an 
accountable model of court reporting  
http://www.dianagiesbrecht.com/work.html          The Ministry has agreed to review this policy.        In addition, there are a number of broad policy changes which the Ministry should consider in conjunction with the Justice Reform Advisory sub-committee's report:   
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      11. We recommend that the Ministry reconsider its policy of maintaining a two-tiered system of court reporting in British Columbia. There should be consultation with the Chief Justice of British Columbia and the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court in order to determine the need to maintain a  core of staff reporters within the Vancouver Law Courts.   
This Madame Court Reporter/Diana COMMENT: Again, this is a non issue in 
an accountable model of court reporting 
http://www.dianagiesbrecht.com/work.html    
12. We recommend that in its review of the present system of court reporting that the Ministry include consideration of the following options:        (a) The Ministry could sever the public and the           private business of reporting by hiring a           sufficient number of staff reporters whose sole           function would be to report the courts. Their             salary would have to be commensurate with full           time court reporting duties. All examinations           for discovery would be reported by independent           court reporters on a private basis.            In considering this option, the Ministry would have the benefit of reviewing similar systems which have been adopted in the states of Washington and California and the province of Ontario.  
This Madame Court Reporter/Diana COMMENT I reiterate the top of this 
document “dateline details”: 1996 East Canada follows West Canada’s “anti-
trust” violations Model. April 15, 1996 Ontario Court Services follows the lead of 
BC Court Services “anti-trust” violations activities. Ontario Court Services April 
15 minutes of meeting of Court Reporters and M.A.G. Management at 50 Kennedy Road:  Present – Anetta Cart, Joe Mideo, representing Mike 
Uhlmann, Mr. Gleason, representing CSM, and approx 30 court reporters.         There are several advantages to this option. In many respects, it is the most logical solution Management would have more direct supervision and a greater ability to assure quality control and production of transcripts. Roles would be well defined and there would no mixture of public and private business.       There are also some disadvantages to this option. The Ministry says that it may be costly for government, as all staff reporters would need an adequate amount of 
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compensation for lost examination work. However, this cost issue should be carefully examined, as it is our observation that the present system may be more costly than many of the other options.       Court reporters have advised us that their professional work would be less interesting if they were restricted to reporting either courts or examinations for discovery. The mixture of work, they say, keeps good reporters interested and active, and encourages professionalism.        Government may not be able to attract the best quality of reporters to  become public servants under this type of system.  
This Madame Court Reporter/Diana COMMENT: this is a non issue in an accountable model of court reporting an accountable model of court 
reporting  http://www.dianagiesbrecht.com/work.html The problem of 
scheduling disappears in an Accountable Model of court reporting. 
      (b) The Ministry could privatize the remaining staff            reporters.   This option would clearly eliminate a two-tiered system. Government would still be required to provide management supervision and scheduling of the courts, but all reporters would be on a similar footing.       The main disadvantage of this option is that a core of staff reporters would not be housed in the Vancouver Law Courts to provide immediate coverage in situations where the number of courts increase unexpectedly or where there are disruptions in contract reporting services.  
This Madame Court Reporter/Diana COMMENT: this is a non issue in an 
accountable model of court reporting an accountable model of court 
reporting  http://www.dianagiesbrecht.com/work.htm        In considering options (a) or (b), the Ministry should consider the fairness to the staff reporters, who had an agreement with government in 1984 that if they stayed in the public service, their positions would remain as they were with all of the attendant benefits and obligations.        They submitted to us that it was on the basis of these assurances that they chose to stay. It will be important for the Ministry to treat these employees fairly in any negotiations which may be undertaken in the future regarding any change in the system of court reporting.  
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       (c) The Ministry could hire all court reporters in           the Province and assign all the courts and            examinations for discovery. This option would           place all court reporters in the position they            were in prior to privatization in 1984. 
 This Madame Court Reporter/Diana COMMENT “dateline details” at top of 

this document comments by this Madame Court Reporter/Diana re: 1993 Peter Leask Hearings: 1993 government administration (political party) 
“waived aside” Peter Leask warnings and disbanded the Peter Leask 
Hearings. THE SOLUTION: Issues raised in this Ombudsman Report 
are non issues in accountable model of court reporting  
http://www.dianagiesbrecht.com/work.htm 

 
 --- back to Dulcie Report        Management would have considerable control as to the duties of all court reporters. However, there may not be enough work in the courts to hire all existing court reporters as public servants. Further, many contract reporters would likely be unwilling to return to the public service, since they have established private businesses. Other reporters do not report the courts and concentrate only on examination work by choice. The Ministry's view is that this would be a very costly option.   
This Madame Court Reporter/Diana COMMENT: this is a non issue in an 
accountable model of court reporting  
http://www.dianagiesbrecht.com/work.htm        (d) The Ministry could maintain a core of staff           reporters as they have now, but formalize a           policy that through attrition the number of           staff reporters will decline with the goal that           all reporters will eventually be privatized.           This may be one of the least disruptive           solutions to the goal of eliminating a two           tiered system. It would have little impact on           existing staff and contract reporters.        (e) The Ministry could maintain the two-tiered           system, but take definitive steps to separate           the public and private businesses of the staff           reporters. It is our observation that this is 
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          not a realistic option, due to the number of            serious deficiencies which have been identified           in this report.        If the Ministry considers options (d) or (e), Recommendations 1-10 should apply.        It is hoped that government will address these issues quickly in order to alleviate the pressures caused by the continual conflicts which have existed for many years.  
This Madame Court Reporter/Diana COMMENT: this is a non issue in an 
accountable model of court reporting  
http://www.dianagiesbrecht.com/work.htm  


